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INTRODUCTION
The universalisation of the technical equipment especially the gutting and filleting
machines, is one of the important trends in the industrial fish processing.
Due to the specific conditions of work and high technological requirements as far as
the fish processing is concerned the design of such machines is very difficult: Not an
unimportant factor is the economic one which demands the maximal utilisation of the
raw material for consumption purposes. The average output of the universal equipment is
always less than that of the specialistic equipment.
The universalisation of equipment imposes the necessity to compromise in frequently
conflicting requirements concerning the processing machines.
The contemporary equipment is adjusted to processing various species of fish in
specific ranges of size. It results among _others from the working arrangements based on
mechanical problems which are traditionally used in the construction of the processing
machines. The kinetics of mechanisms in turn imposes a narrow specialisation as far as the
possibility of the design of equipment is concerned. Aiming at the universal utilisation of
the machines the usage of the mechanical arrangements is possible, but extension of their
work range must be compensated by the simplification of the technological scheme of the
processing.
The present needs and directions of the fish processing machines development necessi
tate the search for new ways and possibilities based on hydraulic or pneumatic principles.
It is rather difficult to forecast the way the research concerning the further development
of processing machines design will take.
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While the usage of underpressure for fish gutting has been kn.own for a long time and
successfully used in small fish gutting machines, the research of hydrodynamic gutting has
only recently been undertaken.
Civilenko (1963) was the first to attmept gutting with the stream of water. Ceprasov
(1970) pointed out the high water consumption in this method. In his theoretical investi
gation he aimed at defining the executed operation in terms of a ratio which would
comprise both techrtical and economic factors of work with the stream of water.
Ceprasov assumed that the proportion of the volume of used water to the amount of
entrails washed out can be the numeral parameter (?I.) indicating the effectivness of the
operation.
During the fish gutting with the stream of water, efficiency of the process depends on
a number of factors conditioned equally by both properties of the. processed raw material
and the stream parameters. Thus, allowing for certain limitations, 'A coefficient can be
characteristic of the executed gutting operation.
METHODS
Appreciating the possibility of using the hydraulic method of removing the entrails
from fish and also seeking the way to decrease the unitary water consumption, expe
riments were carried out with the stream of water mixed with compressed air.
The objective was to establish the optimal stream parameters, i.e. pressure and amount
of water necessary to wash out the entrails from the fish abdomen.
The experiments were carried out on the fresh Baltic cod (Gadus morhua callarias L.)
and on the fresh herring (Clupea harengus L.).
The equipment for producing the water and air stream comprised pipes conveying the
respective elements, a mixer and exchangeable end-pieces producing the stream (Fig. 1 ).
. The pipes were fitted with pressure gauges and regulating valves.

Fig. l - The experimental installation scheme
konc6wka - end-piece
powietrze - air
woda - water

The effect of the stream directed at the entrails of a headless fish with the unlacerated
ab4omen was observed. In order to achieve the optimal positioning various angular arran
gements of the stream towards the body of the fish were used.

F is h ,gutting
________________ _ _
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RESULTS
In accordance with the hydrodynamic laws, the effect of the stream increases with the
increase in the kinetic energy of the stream outflowing from the end-piece.
The amount of outflowing liquid depends on the diameter of the outlet and pressure,
so it can be formulated thus:

where:
µ = is the stream outflow coefficient (established empirically),
F = is the diameter of the outflow,
g = is the acceleration of gravity,
H
is the pressure in the mixer (in meter of the column of water).
The impact force of the water and air stream changes along its way. The length of
"working" section of the stream depends on the outlet area and pressure. This length
increases with the increase of the outlet diameter. The increase of pressure however, can
produce the opposite result.
The effectiveness of removing the entrails from the fish abdomen is thus not propor
tional to the pressure. This is caused by the stream loosening in the air. The danger of the
loss of effectiveness of the stream lies in a probability of the excessive pulverisation of
water, which in turn, involves the great loss of energy. At the same time, the cavitation
increased by decompression of air bubbles occurs at the outlet. This causes the inter
ruption in continuity of the stream. Thus, the distance between the outlet and the point
of action of the stream should be as short as possible. However, this does not mean that
the best effect is to be achieved with a continuous stream, The percussive effect of water
in form of large drops moving under the influence of the compressed air considerably
shortens the time of the operation, particularly the time of removal of the peritoneum.
The experiments carried out proved the utility of the water and air mixture in the
hydrodynamic fish gutting. As far as the quality of cleaning was concerned the parity in
results of the usage of the water and air stream in comparison with the water stream was
ascertained, Simultaneously, the water consumption was decreased by 30 to 40% on
average, depending on the outlet diameter.
Satisfactory effects of gutting were obtained for small fish (herrings) at the pressure of
5�i05 N/m2 for air and 3·105 N/m2 for water, with the outlet diameter</) of0.006 m.
Good results were obtained also with the selfsuction end-piece (Fig. 2). The consi
derable increase of the stream continuity was obtained at the working pressure of
3·105 N/m2 (the dimensions of the end-piece see Fig. 2). Conveying of the air in this
end-piece was based on the principle of the underpressure developing in its neck, This
solution provided a good efficiency of the stream and simultaneously eliminated the
compressed air system.
The effects were unsatisfactory in case ot gutting fish longer than 0.5 m. Inaccurate
separation of entrails from the anal opening occured in a large number of fish. It was
possible to achieve good results previously mechanically cutting out the anal joint.
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Fig. 2 - Self-suction outlet
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PATROSZENIE RYB ZA POMOC� STRUMIENIA WODY
Streszczenie
Badania nad sposobem hydrodynamicznego oczyszczania ryb z wnc.trznosci, wynikaj!l z aktualnych
potrzeb posiadania ba_rdziej uniwersalnych urz!ldzen niz dotychczas budowane maszyny przetw6rcze.
Badania przeprowadzono z dworna roznie skonstruowanymi konc6wkarni, do ·kt6rych doprowa
dzano wodc. i powietrze. Proby dowiodly celowosci stosowania strugi wodno-powietrznej. Dobre
wyniki osi!lgnic.to przy patroszeniu rnalych ryb, stosuj!lc cisnienie 3 • 105 N/rn2 dla wody
i 5 • 105 N/rn2 dla powietrza, srednica otworu wylotowego 0,006 rn.
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